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The Elden Ring (hereinafter referred to as the “Game”) is an upcoming fantasy action RPG developed
by SKYSOFT, a subsidiary of SKYWORLD and the developer of renowned titles such as Skytorn, Bard’s
Tale, Lone Survivor, Black Talon, and Shift2. The Game will be released for PlayStation 4 on October
25, 2016. Key Features ◆ A Massive World and Rich Story The game features a full-scale,
interconnected world featuring a massive open world. Journey to the different regions, introduce
yourself to other races, and explore strange lands in search of hidden information. ◆ An Epic Drama
and Availble for All Factions With a vast story that changes according to your choices, you can
customize the ending of the story according to your play style. Find out what happens to those who
are crucial to the game’s story, and uncover the secret of the Riddle’s Gate. ◆ An Adventure with
Chance and Exploration System Set in an original world, the game features a completely unique
action RPG combat system that allows you to freely explore the world and venture into the midst of
enemy encounters. You can freely set your gameplay style. ◆ A Multiverse-Inspired Online Scene In
addition to the single-player experience, the Game supports an asynchronous online mode which
allows you to feel the presence of others. These factors create an environment which builds the
online experience from the ground up, and supports a multitude of play patterns and game types,
which can be experienced as you desire. ◆ A Vast World Full of Adventure Explore a vast world that
can be freely browsed and discovered. Watch out for new monsters and fill your arsenal with
powerful weapons and armor to vanquish them. ◆ Famous Artists From Many Fields Including
Skytorn, Bard’s Tale, and Shift2 In addition to the original developers, the Game has received the full
involvement of celebrated artists and newcomers. The well-known top creators from Skytorn, Bard’s
Tale, and Shift2 have produced character illustrations, including the in-game portraits. ◆ An Original
Musical Soundtrack The Game’s sound will feature a vast musical range, including traditional
orchestral music, and a strong emphasis on creating a tense dramatic atmosphere. ◆ Follow the
Story in a Dynamic Visual Novel The story is a visual novel, so players will be able to fully experience
the

Elden Ring Features Key:
 An Epic Story Based on a Mythos
Brandish a mystical blade to cut your enemies in half, carry a bow to shoot an explosive arrow, or
create a powerful and rich abilitiy to support the party with a Hero, Wanderer, and Mystic
Create a Brave Fighter
Equip swords, guns, and magic
Explore a massive world with densely populated dungeons to defeat
Innovative action RPG inspired by the golden days of RPG series

The Review Score:
I gave it 9/10 as the length of the tutorial was a bit annoying, but the tutorial is only a mere side quest.Dive
Brief: Travis Washam, 32, is staring at a lifetime sentence in a Montana jail after being indicted for charges
stemming from the 2017 ATV and Snowmobile crash that killed his best friend during the Whitefish Speed
Fest. Washam initially pleaded not guilty to two counts of criminal vehicular homicide, as well as two counts
of criminal endangerment causing substantial injury and tampering with evidence. The Montana State
Prosecutor’s office is considering pursuing an additional charge of Criminal Use of a Deadly Weapon or
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Firearm, for allegedly pointing his friend’s truck, worth $14,000, at an innocent bystander in retaliation for
their friendship, the Flathead Beacon reported Thursday. If added to the existing charges and he is found
guilty, Washam faces up to a life sentence in the Montana State Prison, as well as a possible $1 million fine.
Dive Insight: Washam was involved in a crash with his friend during the 2017 ATV and Snowmobile race in
Whitefish, Montana. Now, the 32-year-old faces at least five to potentially seven years in prison. “I feel like
he just shows up and puts the fine prints on what the state is just jumping on,” Travis’ best friend and fellow
racer Paul Jackson told the Flathead Beacon. “Now that I’ve come to learn what Travis has got convicted for,
I have come to learn that he wasn’t involved in the crash. I would never speak poorly about anyone, but
know what he’s been convicted of, it’s pretty 
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You want to know what I’m up to? You want to know what I’m thinking? You want to know what I’m doing?
You want to know if I’m available? You want to know how I am? (Or you’re just asking me out) • Want to
know what other people are doing? • Want to know what to do? • Want to know what are all about? • Want
to know my life? • Want to know me (secretly)? • Want to know if I’m going to be at a concert? • Want to
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Want to know if they’re interested in me? • Want to know if she’s interested in him? • Want to know if I like
someone else? • Want to know if I like someone else? • Want to know if I’m interested in him? • Want to
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What's new in Elden Ring:

Make use of your rebellion to change the world by connecting the
formation of a hero alliance. Create your own Tarnished and take the
fight against the corruption in the Lands Between on your shoulder!
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Live in December!
(Lightblunder)0tag:blogger.com,1999:blog-8434051.post-341295034
7155622032Mon, 07 Jun 2018 04:27:00
+00002018-06-07T21:27:59.242-07:00elden cosmoselden
dlvotoblurNew Year Promises All of the heroes in the cosmos
awakened, After being imprisoned by King Grom's laboratory, A
month has passed since the opening of the golden portal,
Awakening to a new era. Or so the rumors say... The Elden Report
New Year Promises After the advent of King Grom's Machine god
Outbreak, The golden portal, the battleground for power and lies
between the Elden and the Cosmos and in chaos follows the wake.
However, Pandora struggled against the purpose of the golden
portal, To awaken and fight using the power of the Elden Ring.
Which forces the Cosmos to do the unthinkable and unites worlds
and balances the conservation of 
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friends and colleagues in your office, where ever you are, and on
social media.In a panel on The View on Thursday, co-host Joy Behar
said that Bret Stephens’ Bret Stephens Would Have to Be “Killed” if
He’s The Reason We’re Going to War With Iran. The Atlantic‘s Bret
Stephens, co-winner of the Week (via Stephanie Hannon) of the
month for being banned from Kellyanne Conway’s media events,
wrote a column for the Daily Beast in which he argued that the
Trump administration and Republicans in Congress should press
forward with strikes on Iran. “I’ve argued before that it is critical for
the United States to deal with Iran, to confront Iran militarily,”
Stephens wrote. “We should not stand aside, but I’
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